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There are several ways to describe online learning in neural networks The two major
ones are a continuoustime master equation and a discretetime randomwalk equation The
randomwalk equation is obtained in case of xed time intervals between subsequent learning
steps the master equation results when the time intervals are drawn from a Poisson distri
bution Following Van Kampen  we give a rigorous expansion of both the master and the
randomwalk equation in the limit of small learning parameters The results explain the dif
ference between the FokkerPlanck approaches proposed by Radons et al 	 and Hansen et
al 
 Furthermore we nd that the mathematical validity of these approaches is restricted
to local properties of the learning process Yet FokkerPlanck approaches are often suggested
as models to study global properties such as mean rst passage times and stationary solu
tions To check their accuracy and usefulness in these situations we compare simulations of
two learning procedures with exactly the same drift vector and diusion matrix the only
moments that are considered in a FokkerPlanck approximation The simulations show that
the mean rst passage times for these two learning procedures diverge rather than converge
for small learning parameters We reach the conclusion that FokkerPlanck approaches are
not accurate enough to compute global properties of online learning processes
FokkerPlanck approximations of online learning  
  Introduction
   Outline
Online learning stands for learning in articial neural networks where at each learning step one
of the patterns is drawn at random from the total set of training patterns and is presented to
the network This is in constrast with batchmode learning where the learning rule involves rst
an average over the whole training set and is only then applied Batchmode learning is deter
ministic whereas online learning through the random presentation of patterns is stochastic
This stochasticity can be very helpful eg to speed up learning or to escape from local minima
from the error potential on which the average learning rule performs a gradient descent
In section   we give a few descriptions of online learning processes A discretetime
randomwalk equation is obtained if the time intervals between subsequent learning steps are
taken constant a continuoustime master equation if these time intervals are Poisson distributed
Both the master and the randomwalk equation cannot be solved in general
Many researchers therefore propose to describe online learning processes by an approximate
FokkerPlanck equation 	 
       In sections   and   we will review the
approaches suggested by Radons et al 	  and Hansen et al 	 respectively These two
approaches dier by the form of the diusion term The lack of a rm common theoretical basis
makes it dicult to judge the validity of these two approaches and to explain their dierence Van
Kampens approximation 	  however is known to be a proper smalluctuations expansion
valid for small learning parameters   In section  we will rederive Van Kampens expansion
of a continuoustime master equation Its derivation for the discretetime random walk treated
in section 
 is somewhat more complicated The results from these sections do not only
explain the dierence between the FokkerPlanck approaches of Radons and Hansen but they
also indicate that the FokkerPlanck approaches are only locally valid ie on relatively short
time scales or in a local neighborhood of minima of the error potential Strictly speaking
global properties of online learning processes such as mean rst passage times and stationary
solutions are outside this validity regime
Nevertheless if viewed as models instead of as proper expansions FokkerPlanck approaches
might still be useful to describe global properties of online learning Several suggestions in this
direction have been made in the literature 	     In section  we will discuss the accuracy
of FokkerPlanck approaches in predicting mean rst passage times For the onedimensional
toy problem of section  the FokkerPlanck approaches yield closed expressions for mean rst
passage times that can be integrated numerically and compared with MonteCarlo simulations
of the online learning process In sections  and 
 we describe MonteCarlo simulations of
the Kohonen learning rule and online backpropagation In both cases we compare the mean
rst passage times for the online learning process with those for the corresponding Langevin
type learning process The Langevintype learning rule is dened as the batchmode learning
rule with additive noise such that the rst two moments drift and diusion are completely
equivalent to the rst two moments of the online learning rule Since FokkerPlanck approaches
are based solely on these two moments of the transition matrix they predict the same results
for online learning and Langevintype learning Is this correct
  Denitions and background
At each learning step a training pattern x is drawn at random from the total training set and
presented to the network The vector x denotes the combination of input vector and desired
output vector for supervised learning or just the input vector for unsupervised learning The













the weight vector at iteration step i which includes the strengths of all synapses and
thresholds  the learning parameter and f  the particular learning rule In the following we
will use a onedimensional notation for simplicity The description  is valid for a large class
learning rules in neural network literature Wellknown examples are the unsupervised Koho
nen learning rule 	
 and the supervised backpropagation learning rule 
 see sections 
and 
Online learning described by  is a Markov process The probability p
i
w for the system















with transition probability T wjw
 
 to go from an old state w
 









 x  
with x the probability density function of training patterns We will denote an average with
respect to x by hi
x
 The average can be over a continuous distribution as in section  as
well as over a nite training set as in section 
We still have the freedom to choose the points of time t
i






There are two popular ways to choose the time intervals t The most obvious choice is constant
time intervals ie time intervals chosen from the distribution
t  t  
Then the probability P w t to be in state w at time t follows








 t  T w
 
jw P w t
  
which is just the randomwalk equation   in a dierent notation For Poissondistributed time
intervals ie



















 t  T w
 
jw P w t
  
This transformation is exact for all times t and learning parameters  It can be shown that at
long times t the solutions P w t of the discretetime random walk  and the continuoustime
master equation  approach each other  








 t  T w
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is just another way to write down the master equation  or the randomwalk equation  

In general neither the randomwalk equation  nor the master equation  can be solved
analytically A way to proceed is to look for approximations valid for small learning parameters

FokkerPlanck approximations of online learning  
  FokkerPlanck approximations for online learning
  Radons FokkerPlanck equation
Radons et al   see also  	
 truncate the KramersMoyal expansion 
 after two terms


























Even though the KramersMoyal expansion does indeed look like an expansion in the learning
parameter  one has to be very careful with a truncation after any number of terms since the
probability distribution P w t
 itself is also a function of  This can be seen most easily by


































into the KramersMoyal expansion 
 The rst two terms in this expansion exactly cancel
each other of course
 but all higher order terms are of the same order of magnitude in  as the
rst two terms We are by no means allowed to claim that the stationary solution 	
 is some
consistent approximation of the true stationary solution of the master equation 
 In  
conditions on the transition matrix T wjw
 

 are stated that justify a full use of the Fokker
Planck approximation 
 see also section  
 These conditions do not hold for the transition
probability  
 For a further explanation we refer to the standard text books   or the
book chapter  
   Hansens FokkerPlanck equation
Hansen et al   arrive at a slightly dierent FokkerPlanck equation through a quite dierent
route They average the dynamics of the weights 
 over a large number   n   of
learning steps Neglecting higher order terms and assuming independence between subsequent
weight changes they obtain
wt n 
 wt








   



























 is called a Langevintype equation It can be viewed as a discretized version
of the continuoustime Langevin equation  Now Hansen et al state that this Langevintype
equation is in the limit n  


































Also in this case one must be careful since the relationship between this FokkerPlanck
equation and the Langevintype equation 
 for n   is not clear Let us try to formalize
the step from the Langevintype equation 






























 We can by letting    take the limit n
 
  on the righthand side Then we
reach the conclusion that the stationary solution of Hansens FokkerPlanck equation correctly
  Tom Heskes
describes the stationary solution of the Langevintype learning process  in the limit of small
learning parameters   Note however that because of the assumptions made in deriving  this
does not necessarily mean that this stationary solution is the stationary solution of the master
equation  see also section 	
If we also take the limit    
 on the lefthand side of  we can indeed arrive at the
FokkerPlanck equation 
 However since  is nothing but our denition of time scale we
might have called it  from the beginning this is not a welldened limit In section   we
will give a systematic derivation of a continuoustime FokkerPlanck approximation of the
randomwalk equation   for small learning parameters  
  Van Kampens expansion of the master equation
Intuitively a realisation of a stochastic process can often be viewed as an average deterministic
trajectory with stochastic uctuations around this trajectory This is the socalled small
uctuations Ansatz
w  t 
p
    
It says that the timedependent stochastic variable w is given by a deterministic part t to be
determined plus a term of order
p
  containing the small uctuations Using Van Kampens
expansion  see also  	 it is possible to obtain the precise conditions under which this
intuitive picture is valid A quick review of the expansion can be found in the appendix






























 t   
This socalled linear noise approximation is only valid as long as the Ansatz  is justied In









 it is only valid on time scales  O	  assuming that




Generalization of these results to N dimensions ie N adaptive elements is straightforward












This Hessian matrix Hw it is a true Hessian matrix if and only if the drift vector can be
written as the gradient of some error potential or energy function see eg  must be positive
denite for Van Kampens expansion to be valid Each of these socalled attraction regions
dened by positive denite Hessian Hw contains one xedpoint solution of the deterministic








 and positive denite H
 
 
Thus the smalluctuations Ansatz  is valid inside the attraction regions ie in the vicinity
of the xedpoint solutions but on time scales  O	  not outside of these attraction regions
Now that we have made a rigorous expansion of the master equation we can check the
validity of Radons FokkerPlanck approximation  If we substitute the smalluctuations
Ansatz  into the FokkerPlanck equation  then the lowestorder FokkerPlanck equation
for  is exactly the same as the lowestorder term   in the linear noise expansion In other
FokkerPlanck approximations of online learning  
words terms   O 
 
 in the KramersMoyal expansion  do not contribute to the linear noise
approximation In this sense the FokkerPlanck equation  is equivalent to Van Kampen	s
equation 
 However we have to keep in mind that only the linear noise approximation is
strictly valid 
 In other words all nonlinear features that arise from using the FokkerPlanck
equation  beyond that approximation are spurious and cannot be taken seriously 
  

Furthermore it means that the mathematical validity of Radons	 FokkerPlanck approach is
restricted to relatively short time scales and regions of weight space with positive denite Hessian
matrix in short restricted to local properties Yet it is frequently used to study global properties
In section  we will discuss its accuracy in these situations
  Van Kampens expansion of the randomwalk equation
Van Kampen	s expansion of the discretetime randomwalk equation is slightly more compli





























 t  
 
The only dierence with equations 
 and 
 for the linear noise approximation of the
continuoustime master equation is the term a

t instead of a

t Furthermore as ex
pected the result 
  can also be obtained by substitution of the smalluctuations Ansatz 

into Hansen	s FokkerPlanck equation 
 The conclusion is therefore that Radons	 Fokker
Planck approximation of the continuoustime master equation is as accurate as Hansen	s Fokker
Planck approximation of the discrete randomwalk equation Both can be used on time scales
 O
	  and in the socalled attraction regions However we should keep in mind that even
in these situations only their linear noise approximations are strictly valid
On time scales 
 O
	  the particular choice of time intervals does not matter anymore
and the solutions P w t of the master and randomwalk equation become essentially equal 

 The stationary solutions are the same This is not the case for the two FokkerPlanck
approximations As argued in section  the stationary solution of Hansen	s FokkerPlanck
equation 
 becomes exact in the limit of small learning parameters   for all Langevintype
learning processes with additive Gaussian white noise Radons  gives an example of a linear
learning rule with a nonGaussian noise distribution for which the FokkerPlanck equation 
yields the correct stationary distribution in the limit of small learning parameters Is there a
paradox No Inside the attraction regions the local relaxation time is also of order 
	  
So when the two solutions P w t approach each other the deterministic part t approaches














 which makes the
two approximations indeed equivalent Outside of the attraction regions both approximations
Qw t become invalid at times of order 
	  ie before the true probabilities P w t start
to become equivalent
  FokkerPlanck approaches and global properties
 Description of simulations
In the previous sections we have shown that the mathematical validity FokkerPlanck approaches
suggested in the literature is restricted to local properties of online learning processes If
presented as models instead of as proper expansions for small learning parameters   these
models might still be useful to study global properties see eg       for attempts in this
direction In this section we will investigate how accurate these models can be FokkerPlanck
  Tom Heskes
approaches are solely based on the rst two moments of the transition matrix  the drift
a
 
w and the diusion a

w Therefore	 they yield the same predictions for the 
original
online learning process  and the Langevintype equation






w    
which is  with n   In our simulations we have Poissondistributed time intervals for both
learning procedures
We will focus mainly on rst passage times from a xedpoint solution 
 
of the determin
istic equation  into some region I outside the attraction region Mean rst passage time
typically scale exponentially with the reciprocal value of the learning parameter 	 	 ie	 are
for small learning parameters  much larger than the time scale on which the FokkerPlanck
approximations can be proven to be valid Mean rst passage times for dierent values of the
learning parameter  are calculated from MonteCarlo simulations with an ensemble of M inde
pendently operating networks We start with all networks at w  
 
and take network i out
of the simulation when it reaches region I for the rst time This rst passage time is denoted

i






















In the following sections we will show plots of the logarithm of the mean rst passage time

mfp
as a function of the reciprocal value of the learning parameter  Lines in these plots are
leastsquares ts of the form
ln 
mfp









with c called the reference learning parameter If the learning parameter  is chosen much
smaller than this reference learning parameter	 the rst passage times get exponentially large
We will encounter mean rst passage times on the order of 

learning steps
  Onedimensional toy problem
The learning rule is the onedimensional Grossberg learning rule 
w   x w 
which tends to the average hxi
x
over all inputs if x is drawn independently from the network state
w However	 by choosing the probability to draw a particular input x as a function of the current
network state w	 ie	 xjw instead of x	 various attractive points can be introduced  We












ie	 there are only two possible inputs for 	   the probability to draw x   is higher than
the probability to draw x   Now we apply a Gaussian window such that the probability to














FokkerPlanck approximations of online learning  




















Figure  Error potential E of the onedimensional toy problem as a function of the weight w









dx xjw fw x 










   w
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with   arctanh  In our simulations we work with  
  and  













is plotted in gure 




works starting from the local minimum 
 
local
gure a and from the global minimum 
 
global
gure b Mean rst passage times predicted by Radons FokkerPlanck equation   are






























with the stationary solution  and similarly for Hansens suggestion  The gures indicate






w for all 

local
 w  

global
 the dierence between the two FokkerPlanck approaches is
small However the mean rst passage times for the Langevintype equation are dierent from
those of the true	 online learning process And most important of all the graphs seem to
diverge rather than to converge for small learning parameters 

In  we suggested that one might be able to estimate the slope of these graphs ie the
reference learning parameters c The model we presented is based on the following two assump
tions
 The shape of the probability distribution inside attraction regions is given by Gaussians
that follow from a local application of Van Kampens expansion The simplication
here is that we assume the Gaussian shape in the whole attraction region not just in a
neighborhood of order 
 of the xedpoint solution
  Tom Heskes





























Figure  Logarithm of the mean rst passage time versus reciprocal value of the learning
parameter Circles represent simulations lines ts of the form 	
 Error bars are on the order
of the point sizes see inset From top to bottom Langevintype learning Hansens Fokker
Planck equation Radons FokkerPlanck equation and online learning a Starting from the
local minimum Graphs for the two FokkerPlanck equations are almost on top of each other
see inset b Starting from the global minimum






Radons  	 
 

Hansen  	  
	
Heskes 	 	
Table  Reference learning parameters c for the mean rst passage times starting from the local
and the global minimum Terms in parentheses denote theoretical predictions
 The reference learning parameter is hardly aected by what happens outside the attraction
regions Thus it can be calculated by considering the rst passage times from the xed
point solution 
 
to the boundary of the attraction region 
bnd





















This description is also a FokkerPlanck approach in the sense that it only uses information about
the drift and the diusion The local Gaussian probabilities only depend on the derivative of the
drift and the diusion at the xedpoint solution This approach does therefore not take into
account the full dependence of the drift and diusion on the weights in contrast with the Fokker
Planck approaches of Radons and Hansen In the limit of high barriers the reference learning















Table  shows that the Arrhenius factors terms in parentheses	 resulting from Radons and
Hansens FokkerPlanck approaches are far better estimates of the reference learning parameters
for online learning than the prediction 	 In this case the full FokkerPlanck equations are
therefore better models to predict reference learning parameters than the model presented in 




























For small learning parameters  the stationary probability distribution is sharply peaked in




are the mean rst passage times through
the local maximum starting from the local and the global minimum respectively Figure  is
gure a	 substracted from gure b	 ie shows lnQ as a function of 
 
 The graphs for
Langevintype learning and Hansens FokkerPlanck equation are on top of each other This
is in perfect agreement with section  where we derived that the stationary solutions of the
FokkerPlanck equation 	 and the Langevintype learning rule 	 are equivalent for small
learning parameters 
  Tom Heskes












Figure  Logarithm of stationary occupation at global minimum divided by stationary occu
pation at local minimum versus reciprocal value of the learning parameter Circles represent
simulations lines ts of the form 	 
 From top to bottom Langevintype learning Hansens
FokkerPlanck equation Radons FokkerPlanck equation and online learning Graphs for
Langevintype learning and Hansens FokkerPlanck equation are on top of each other
   Kohonen learning rule
The Kohonen learning rule   tries to capture important features of selforganizing processes
Properties of the Kohonen learning procedure have been studied in great detail In this context
Ritter and Schulten   were the rst to use a master equation for the description of online
learning processes
Here we will study a network with three units each having one weight The network state








 Inputs x are drawn with equal probability from the interval
  
	x  	x 	   x 
First the winner 	x is determined It is the unit with weight w
x




























So not only the winner is updated 	with strength   but also its nearest neighbor	s 	with
strength  By writing the determination of the winning unit as a product of functions it is
easy to see that the Kohonen learning rule is of the form 	 













otherwise For     the value that we use in our simulations there are both ordered
and disordered xedpoint solutions 	

of the deterministic equation 	  We start with all










 and take a









these simulations for both the original online learning rule 	  and the Langevintype learning
rule 	  with the same drift vector and diusion matrix The results are shown in gure 
Here it is even more clear that the online learning rule and the Langevintype learning rule
FokkerPlanck approximations of online learning   











Figure  Logarithm of mean rst passage times from a disordered xedpoint solution into an
ordered region versus reciprocal value of the learning parameter Circles represent simulations
lines ts of the form  	
 Error bars are on the order of the point sizes Online learning upper
line
 and Langevintype learning lower line

give dierent results for small learning parameters   We obtain a reference learning parameter
c    for online learning and c    for Langevintype learning Note that in contrast with
the onedimensional toy problem of section  in this example the reference learning parameter
for online learning is the largest one It does not make sense to look at the mean rst passage
times for Langevintype learning as an upper or lower bound for online learning they are just
completely dierent
  Backpropagation
Backpropagation    is a popular supervised learning rule for multilayered perceptrons In
several papers   	     properties of online backpropagation have been studied using
FokkerPlanck approaches
Simulations are performed on the network shown in gure a
 Nine adaptive elements are






















































































output value At each learning step one of the patterns say  is drawn at random from the
training set The online learning rule for this pattern x







































with     and     Incorporation of the second term the socalled bias has a few
advantages among which there are prevention of local minima with innite weights and reduction












































































































Figure  a Network structure b XOR problem with one additional pattern
Following reference 	
 we choose the set of ve training patterns sketched in gure b
Circles indicate negative desired output x
 

   crosses positive output x
 

  It is the
usual XOR truth table with an additional pattern at the origin Now the total error potential
Ew x
 
 averaged over all ve patterns has not only global minima but also deep local minima
The thick solid lines in gure b show the separation lines of the hidden units that lead to
the optimal solution all ve patterns correctly classied the dashed lines those corresponding
to the local minima one pattern misclassied For symmetry reasons there are  local and 
global minima
All  networks start at a local minimumwhere the pattern x    
T
is misclassied
First passage times into a region I where all ve patterns are correctly classied are collected for
both online learning and Langevintype learning The results are shown in gure  Again it is
evident that Langevintype learning yields very dierent mean rst passage times than online
learning especially for small learning parameters  Here we nd reference learning parameters
c    for Langevintype learning and c   for online learning
  Two conclusions
The FokkerPlanck approaches suggested by Radons and Hansen are equally valid Radons
FokkerPlanck equation is a locally valid approximation of the continuoustime master equation
Hansens FokkerPlanck equation is a locally valid approximation of the discretetime random
walk equation Drift and diusion the only two moments that are taken into account by a
FokkerPlanck approach are not sucient for a precise calculation of global properties of online
learning processes
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Figure  Logarithm of mean rst passage times from a local minimum into a region with all ve
patterns correctly classied versus reciprocal value of the learning parameter Circles represent
simulations lines ts of the form  	
 Error bars are on the order of the point sizes Online
learning upper line
 and Langevintype learning lower line

Appendix
First we will give a quick review of Van Kampens expansion of the continuoustime master
equation 

  We start with the smalluctuations Ansatz  
 and dene the function  t
 as the
probability P w t
 in terms of the new variable 
 t





 The time derivative of the  t






























 We rewrite the KramersMoyal expansion 






































 We choose the function t
 such that the lowest order terms in   on the righthand side

















 in powers of
p










































 stands for the lth derivative of a
n

 with respect to the argument 
  Tom Heskes
 In the limit      only the term m   remains on the righthand side This is called the
linear noise approximation The remaining di	erential equation for 

























 t  A 
 From A  we can calculate the dynamics of the average of the uctuations hi
t
and of






































 We started with the Ansatz that  is of order   From equation A we conclude that




t   
Next we will make a similar expansion of the discretetime randomwalk equation  The
subsequent steps in this derivation can be compared with the corresponding steps above
  Again we start with the smalluctuations Ansatz   and dene the function 
 t
as the probability P w t in terms of the new variable 
 This step is more complicated for a di	erence equation than for a di	erential equation
We have to make a Taylor expansion











P w t 
w
l























P w t  P w t 
 We replace the term P w t  P w t by the same KramersMoyal expansion  in
terms of 
 t
 The deterministic equation is the nonlinear di	erence equation
 
 
t  t  a

t  A




 t  

















































 In the limit      only the term l   remains in the rst sum and the term l   and



























FokkerPlanck approximations of online learning  










































 The validity of the expansion is again restricted to local properties
By considering the limit of small learning parameters   we can now transform the dierence
equations A and A into dierential equations To see this let us compare the dierence















































with the functions b
n















 are independent of   expression A is a proper expansion in the learning














t 	 O  
So up to the order that is taken into account by the linear noise expansion anyway the solution


t of the dierential equation A is equivalent to the solution t of the dierence equa
tion A provided of course that we start with


   The same procedure also applies





 This nally leads
to the set of equations  
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